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COST ANALYSIS & ECONOMIC EVALUATION

Reference

Key economic evaluation results for three different ASX extraction scenarios
Hex:IPA
extraction

SF extraction
ME-SF 

extraction
Total capital investment (1000$) 6476 1288 2457
Operating cost (1000$/year) 14000 7205 2355
Total equipment purchase cost (1000$) 657 81 289
Main product rate (kg/year) 23.35 14.01 18.68
Product unit cost ($/mg of ASX) 0.6 0.03* 0.13

In the present study, three different extraction processes were simulated in SuperPro Designer v8.0 (Intelligen Inc., MIT) to evaluate a large scale production of ASX from
shrimp processing waste: Extraction with a fossil based organic solvent mixture (Hex: IPA, 60:40 v/v), and with two green solvents SF and its methyl ester (ME-SF). The
flowsheets were simulated and designed based on the optimum conditions found in laboratory scale experiments reported by [1].

(I) Non-Green Organic Solvent Extraction:
The ASX extraction using Hex:IPA are shown in Fig 1-A. The process consists of a
grinder (GR-101) followed by an agitated extraction vessel (R-101) where the ground
waste is mixed with Hex:IPA (60:40 v/v) at a solvent to waste ratio of 5:1 at ambient
conditions [1].

The combined ASX extracts from each step is collected in vessel (R-102) where IPA
is removed by washing with an equal volume of 0.1% NaCl aqueous solution.

Salt water and IPA (S-123) is separated in the decanter. The Hex evaporation and
crystallization step is simulated as two extra unit operations: Hex evaporation and
recovery. The final product (S-124) is taken to be 100% pure ASX.

(II) Green Extraction:
In both solvents, the highest ASX content was achieved at a temperature of 70°C
and a solvent to waste ratio of 9:1 [1]. As shown in Fig. 1-B, the process consists of a
grinder (GR-101) to reduce the waste particle size, a stirred extractor (R-101) and a
centrifuge (DS-101). The extraction consists of: charge of shrimp waste: SF, 1:9 w/w,
soaking period (2 h), and extraction under agitation at 70°C for 30 min.

SF and ME-SF extracts about 60% and 80% of the total ASX [1] extracted by
Hex:IPA. The concentration of ASX in SF may not be high enough (approx. 2.30
ppm) to be used directly.

In order to concentrate the ASX in ME-SF (Fig. 1-C), a supplementary distillation
unit procedure is included (V-102). The distillation increases the concentration of
ASX in the product stream (S-110) from 3.04 to 155 ppm which is suitable as feed
and food diet additives.

 Comparing the two green solvent processes, SF resulted in a process
with the lowest total capital cost and ASX unit cost.

 ASX concentration in the final SF process stream is relatively low
and could be used as a supplementary feed enriched with ASX for
other applications only.

 Both green solvents showed simpler process design and reasonable
economic results and hence further investigation should be
performed in order to optimize the scenarios and evaluate the
potential market size of ASX.

 The lowest production cost of ASX among the three scenarios is
found for the process using SF followed by ME-SF which were 0.03
and 0.13 $/mg of ASX, respectively.
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[1] B. Razi Parjikolaei, R. Bahij-Houri, X. C. Fretté, K. V. Christensen, 2015. J. Food Eng., 155,
22-28.

A full economic analysis of each of the three process scenarios, considering all capital and 
operating costs, was undertaken to estimate the production cost of ASX. The equipment 
occupancy was set for a 24 h batch and processes were evaluated for a 10-year project life 
time.

*Price of sunflower oil in the final product was excluded as it also forms a valuable part of the product
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